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Act 1
Scene 1 – 20th July 1969
(Lights on – Left hand-side of the stage. The scene opens in the living room, of
Harvey Badger. He is the owner of the ‘The Bull Pub and Country Hotel. It is
4am in the morning and Harvey and his friend Ned Riddle and Harvey’s
barmaid and cook Mrs Prunella Lush, are watching the television. Ned, Harvey
and Mrs Lush are having a cup of tea)
Ned:

Well, who would have thought it?

Lush:

I know, who would have thought it.

Harvey:

I couldn’t agree with you more. Who would have thought it…Thought what?

Ned:

That they could put a man on the moon, in the middle of the night.

Harvey:

What’s the middle of the night got to do with it?

Ned:

Well, it’s dark at this time of the morning ain’t it.

Harvey:

They are in outer space you twerp. It’s always dark in outer space.

Lush:

Of course it is and now there is more than one man on the moon Ned Riddle.

Ned:

Men are on the moon Mrs Lush! It’s just like that Star Trek programme that started
the other day.

Harvey:

Yes, and we have seen it with our own eyes.

Ned:

Star Trek?

Harvey:

No, you twerp. The Moon Landing.

Lush:

That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.

Ned:

Oh, that’s very good Mrs Lush.

Lush:

I know Ned. That’s what Neil Armstrong just said.

Ned:

Who?

Lush:

Neil Armstrong. He just said that when he stepped out onto the moon.

Ned:

Did he? I must have dozed off at that bit.

Harvey:

I don’t believe it! You fell asleep during the most momentous event in the history of
mankind?

Ned:

Well, it’s four o’clock in the bloody morning ain’t it. Besides I ain’t been sleeping at
all well, Harvey. My Ermentrude’s been waking me up at all hours, for the past three
nights.

Harvey:

Why?

Ned:

So, I can massage her teats.

Harvey:

Please, Norman, tell me Ermentrude’s your cow!

Ned:

Well, she won’t give me any milk without a little stimulation.

Lush:

That cow of yours Ned Riddle, has got you well and truly wrapped around her
little…udder.

Ned:

Alright, so, I fell asleep for a second. Did I miss much?

Harvey:

Did you miss much? Only Neil Armstrong climbing down the ladder onto the moon’s
surface saying “That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind!”

Ned:

He must have heard Mrs Lush say it!

Harvey:

Oh, for heaven’s sake Ned. You are watching history unfold before your very eyes.

Lush:

Only you can’t keep them open long enough to see it, can you!

Ned:

Well at least I’m trying to watch it, which is more than you can say about that
Tracy Horrobin.

Lush:

That’s true. She got a bit bored with it. Said it was more boring than the
Archers.

Ned:

The Archers ain’t boring. It’s my favorite programme on the radio, well, after the
shipping forecast.

Harvey:

Well, you know what these youngsters are like.

Ned:

So, has Tracy gone home to bed?

Harvey:

No, she’s outside at reception, doing a crossword.

Lush:

How can a crossword be more important than the historic event of humans…I
mean men walking on the moon? Thankfully we have been awake through the
entire experience and haven’t missed a bit of it.
(Ned snores – he has fallen asleep)

Lush:

Except for Ned Riddle here! Wake up you silly old fool!

Ned:

Not now Ermentrude, I’ll massage them later.

Lush:

It’s me you fool, not your old cow!
(Ned wakes up with a start)

Ned:

Ooh er.

Lush:

You fell asleep again Ned Riddle.

Ned:

I wasn’t asleep, I was just resting my eyes.

Harvey:

Hey! What’s happened to the television picture?

Ned:

It’s gone a bit fuzzy ain’t it. My brother Ted, can repair tellies. Do you want
me to give him a call?

Lush:

Ned and Ted. Who’d have thought it?

Harvey:

Can he come round straight away Ned? I don’t want to miss the rest of the
moon landings.

Ned:

Nor me.

Lush:

You’ve missed half of it already, by falling asleep.

Ned:

I’ll give Ted a call then, shall I?

Harvey:

Okay.

Ned:

I assume the operator knows how to call New Zealand.

Harvey:

What?

Ned:

Ted emigrated there thirteen years ago last month.

Harvey:

Oh, for goodness’s sake!

Lush:

Wait! There’s something happening to the picture.
(SFX. The theme tune to the Archers Radio program starts to play through
the television)

Ned:

Ooh. Houston. I think we have a problem.

Lush:

Wait a minute the picture’s coming back.
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Harvey:

Oh, thank goodness. I don’t want to miss a second of it.

Ned:

Nor me.

Lush:

I think that boat has already sailed, Ned Riddle.

Ned:

Just a minute, that music, wasn’t that the theme to the…

Harvey:

(Interrupts) I just can’t believe it, Ned. Apollo eleven has just landed on the
moon - The actual moon and you keep falling asleep!

Ned:

I know, Harvey, but I didn’t sleep through all of it.

Lush:

Ooh! It’s just so exciting.

Ned:

Yeah! Isn’t it? (Slight pause – Speaks slower) Maybe they will find the
aliens.

Harvey:

What aliens?

Ned:

The ones on the moon.

Harvey:

There aren’t any aliens on the moon.

Ned:

There are now - There’s yooman beans!

Harvey:

Don’t be daft! I’m telling you there are no aliens on the moon.

Ned:

How do you know? You’ve never been there.

Harvey:

I haven’t been to the bloody Sahara Desert either, but I know there’s no water
there.
(Lights off – Left hand-side of the stage)

Scene 2 – 20th July 1969
(Lights on – Right hand-side of the stage. The scene changes to the reception
area of the Bull Hotel and Country Pub. At the back of the stage there is a bar
area. To the right of this part of the stage is a reception desk, where Tracy
Horrobin, the hotel receptionist is doing a crossword. Tracy is so engrossed in
her crossword, she doesn’t notice the arrival of Dan and Doris Archer, Shula
Archer and Norman)
Tracy:

Six down. Seven letters. A home that often has a thatched roof?

Dan:

Cottage

Tracy:

Oh yeah.
(Tracey looks up from Crossword)

Dan:

Glebe Cottage. That’s where Phil and Jill retired to from Brookfield.

Tracy:

What are you doing here?

Dan:

Our mission is very important. We are in need of some rooms in your wonderful
‘Bull’ hotel.

Tracy:

Are you out of your mind? It’s four o’clock in the bloody morning!

Doris:

Yes. We have just landed… er arrived.

Tracy:

But we are closed. No one’s here.

Dan:

Are you a hologram then?

Tracy:

No, I’m Church of England.

Shula:

If no one’s here then you are not here… So, why are you here?

Tracy:

I’m not on Reception Duty. I’m supposed to be in there. (Points to the left-hand side
of the stage, which is in darkness) We have all stayed up all night, to watch the
moon landings.

Norman:

(Speaks robotically) Humans, Moon landing. Spacecraft Apollo CSM-107,
manufacturer North American Rockwell. Launch mass 100,756 pounds. Landing
mass 10,873 pounds.

Tracy:

What did he say?

Dan:

He er…

Doris:

That’s Norman. He’s just a little tired.

Tracy:

Well, I know how he feels. It’s the bloody middle of the night. I would go home to
bed, but I’m on reception duty at eight, so it hardly seems worth it.

Shula:

Well, as you are here and we are here, perhaps you could let us have some
accommodation? We would be most grapefruit.

Doris:

Grateful.

Shula:

Yes. What she said.

Dan:

Allow me to introduce ourselves, we are the Archers.

Doris:

And we are very normal, extremely respectable and completely trustworthy human
beings from this planet, known I believe as Earth.

Dan:

Indeed, we are. This is my wife Doris.

Doris:

And this is my hush-band Dan.

Dan:

I think you’ll find that’s husband, Doris.

Tracey:

No – I think it’s quite appropriate – most husbands need shutting up from time to
time!

Doris:

Oh yes. Silly me. I am such a silly Doris at times.

Dan:

And this is our daughter – she was born of course - not hatched.

Shula:

I am Shula, lady human.

Dan:

And you know Norman.

Doris:

Our robot.

Dan:

She means robust. Our very dear robust friend, Norman.

Doris:

There you see, what a silly Doris I am.

Shula:

Norman, say hello to the nice human lady.

Norman:

(Sings the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune) Hello I am X4735, but you
can call me Norman.

Tracy:

Er Norman? (To Dan) He’s a bit of a strange one.

Dan:

You should have seen him before he was upgraded.

Norman:

I can see from your biochemistry readings that you are indeed a female. Is that
correct?

Tracy:

(Thrusting out her chest) ‘Ere’ what are you implying?
(Enter Schmit Von Schmit)

Schmit:

(Heavy German accent) Stop vot you are doing! Zis is of ze upmost importance.
More important in fact than landing people on ze moon! Vhy vould anyvone vont to
go there in ze first place? Zere are no lovely ladies on ze moon and vot good is a
vorld mitout lovely ladies? (See’s Shula Archer) But, vot have we got here. A lovely

lady is standing right in ze front of me. (Lecherous chuckle. Bows to Shula Archer)
Allow me to introduce meinself to you lovely lady. I am Professor Schmit Von
Schmit from ze Heidelberg University.
Shula:

Greetings Professor Schmit Von Schmit from ze Heidelberg university. I am Shula
Archer, from the planet…

Dan:

(Interrupts) Good day to you Professor Schmit Von Schmit.

Shula:

From ze Heidelberg University.

Dan:

Yes, from ze Heidelberg University. I am Dan Archer and zis – I mean this is my
wife Doris.

Doris:

Shula is our offspring.

Dan:

Daughter.

Doris:

Yes.

Shula:

And this is Norman.

Schmit:

My, you’re a big boy.
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Norman:

(SFX of the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune. Speaks slowly and
robot-like) Thank you. I was upgraded. I used to be much smaller, but now I’ve got
bigger parts.

Schmit:

Novone likes a bragger. (Approaches nearer to reception desk and addresses
Tracy) Fräulein, I am a guest at zis hotel.

Tracy:

I know! But it’s four o’clock in the bloody morning!

Schmit:

I cannot sleep. My thoughts are raging! Raging I tell you. (To Dan) Vot can I do
vhen mein thoughts are raging?

Dan:

Raging thoughts? Any ideas Norman?

Norman:

I can perform a full-frontal lobotomy. That should do the trick.

Schmit:

Maybe I vill just take a couple of aspirin. (To Tracy) I am telling you I am ze guest
of zis very poor and inadequate establishment, mit very little amenities.

Tracy:

I know. You’re in room six.

Schmit:

Ja! But I do not vont to be in room number six. I vont to be in room number five.

Tracy:

But Miss Gina Concetta is in room five.

Schmit:

Ja, I know. Zat is vhy I vont to be in room five! (To Dan Archer) Oy! You should
see zis Gina Concetta, she is a beautiful Italian goddess, and I am completely in

lust…love mit her.
Tracy:

But you only met her yesterday morning, when you both checked in.

Schmit:

It vos love at first sight. Ze moment I saw her big busty bosom and her long lusty legs
I knew she was vos the vun for Professor Schmit Von Schmit.

Shula:

From ze Heidelberg university.

Schmit:

Indeed.

Tracy:

Well, I’m sorry Professor, you will have to wait your turn. I’m dealing with these
people first.

Schmit:

You mean zat I have come to reception at four in ze morning and somevone is already
in front of me? I knew I should have gotten up earlier.

Dan:

(Speaking directly to Tracy) Thank you my dear. We are in need of three rooms in
your wonderful ‘Bull Hotel’.

Schmit:

Vonderful ‘Bull Hotel’? Huh! I have stayed in better maximum security looney bins –

Tracy:

(Ignores Schmit) I’m sorry, Sir, but we’ve only got two rooms left.

Doris:

But surely you can make an exception for Dan and Doris Archer?
Norman sings the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune)

Tracy:

I’ll have to speak to the boss.

Doris:

You mean - The Great Leader of this entire planet?

Tracy:

(Puzzled) No, of this entire hotel. Mister Badger, the proprietor. (Calls out to the
left-hand side of the stage which is still in darkness) Boss!

Harvey:

(Calls back from the left-hand side of the stage which is still in darkness) Not
now Tracy! I’m watching the moon landings!

Tracy:

But I’ve got a bit of a problem out here Mister Badger!

Harvey:

Oh, come on, Tracy - It’s four o’clock in the bloody morning!

Tracy:

Don’t you think I know that!
(Enter Harvey from the left-hand side of the stage, which is still in darkness)

Harvey:

(Heavy sigh) What is so much more important than man landing on the bloody
moon?
(Harvey sees Shula Archer and is immediately besotted with her. She stares back
at him)

Harvey:

Oh! Er - Hallo, Madam – er – Miss - How can I be of service?
(Shula moves towards him seductively)

Shula:

Hallo, handsome - I think we should get a room. After all it is the mating season!

Harvey:

What?

Dan:

(Hurriedly – not quite sure how to take his daughter’s sudden flirting) Ah Yes –
yes - A room! That is indeed what we are in need of. In fact, we need three rooms.

Tracy:

I’ve just explained to Mister and Missus Archer here, Mister Badger, that we only
have two rooms free.

Harvey:

Ah! I assume that’s one room for you and your wife, Mister Archer, one room for
your daughter here and… (Shyly indicates towards Shula and then towards
Norman)And another room for this – er – other gentleman.
(Norman sings the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune)

Norman:

Affirmative Proprietor of the Bull Hotel and Tavern, who is aAged forty-one human
earth years and weighing 10 stone 4 ounces in human weight.

Harvey:

What did he say?

Schmit:

Zis is not ein problem.

Harvey:

It isn’t?

Schmit:

Nein! Ze answer is simple. I vill giff up mein room und move into Room number funf
– or as you say in your language five!

Tracy:

But Miss Concetta is in Room 5.

Schmit:

Preciseallamont! Zat beautiful lady and I vere meant to be togezzer! Ze minuit I set
mein eyes on zat adorable creature I knew zat ve are meant for each other! I say to
her come mein minkle pinkle schminkle ve should be togezzer. I long to hold your
adorable, beautiful, sexiful body in mein own hands and make mad und passionate
lovelies mit you!

Harvey:

And vot – I mean what – did Miss Concetta say?

Schmit:

(Shrugs) I fear she vas overcomt mit mein macho-ness – I vos too much for her – she
vos overvelmed mit mein handsomeness…

Harvey:

And?

Schmit:

Und she runned avay into her room und slammed ze door. Zen, she locked it. And
zen… she screamed.

Tracy:

I’m not surprised. You only met her yesterday morning – what makes you think she’s
fallen in love with you?

Schmit:

Because I am Schmit Von Schmit!

Shula:

From ze Heidelberg university.

Schmit:

Ja! She vos just playing hard to get!

Harvey:

Well, I’m sorry Professor Schmit...

Shula:

Von Schmit.

Harvey:

Schmit von Schmit… Sorry! There is no way I can let you into Room 5 – not while
Miss Concetta is still occupying it. That would be most inappropriate.

Harvey:

(Turns to Dan) As my receptionist, Miss Horrobin correctly says, Mister Archer,
there are only two rooms available so I’m not sure how we can help.
(Norman sings the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune)

Norman:

May I perhaps, sirs and madams, suggest a solution to this problem – I do not need a
room as such. Do you perchance happen to have an empty garage space or perhaps a
stable room – preferably horse free?
(Enter PC Dixon on the run)

Dixon:

Stop whatever you’re doing! This is a matter of utmost urgency.

Tracy:

Oh, my God! It’s like Piccadilly bloody Circus in here this morning. For heaven’s
sake PC Dixon what are you on about?

Dixon:

I’m telling you Tracy Horrobin there’s bad things going off!

Schmit:

Ah! I assure you Herr Policeman it vos completely consensual on both sides. Ja! Ze
lovely Gina Concetta vos villing – Ja! Villing me I say! – Villing me to take off mein
trousers. And who can resist her vill? Oy! Oy! Oy! She has such a lovely vill.

Dixon:

What’s he talking about?
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Harvey:

Ignore him Ron. What’s the problem?

Dixon:

Well, you are not going to believe it, Mister Badger. You are truly not going to
believe it. No one will ever believe it. Not even me - I saw it and I still don’t believe
it.

Tracy:

(Throws down her pen in frustration) This is unbelievable.

Dixon:

That’s what I’m trying to tell you. (Peers suspiciously at the Archers and Norman)
Here – I don’t know these people … who are they?

Harvey:

Ahm. Er - Mister and Missus Archer.

Dan:

And our daughter Shula.

Harvey:

Yes, and their daughter Shula. They’re looking for rooms.

Norman:

And me. Norman. Do not forget Norman.

Harvey:

Yes, and er…Norman.

Tracy:

They are checking in.

Dixon:

What? At four o’clock in the morning?

Dan:

So sorry about that. We have come a long way and suspended animation does have a
way of disorienting things - time for instance can get a little confusing.

Dan:

(Nervous laugh) But I’m sure you know what I mean.

Dixon:

(To Harvey) What does he mean?
(Enter Ned from the dark left-hand side of the stage.)

Ned:

What the hell is going on here? How do you expect me to sleep through the Moon
landings with all this noise going on?

Dixon:

I’ll have you know Ned Riddle that I have seen things as unbelievable as … As your
tax returns.

Ned:

Well, that is pretty unbelievable cos I don’t pay no taxes – I don’t believe in ‘em!
(Enter Missus Lush)

Harvey:

Well, what have you seen Ron?

Dixon:

What have I seen?

Lush:

I think that was the question. (Sees Dan and Doris Archer and is quite taken back)

Dixon:

I seen lights.

Harvey:

Perhaps you’ve been having a migraine Ron.

Dixon:

No! Lights in the sky!

Norman:

Ah! That could be the Quadrantids meteor shower which occurs every January just
after Pigmanay.

Dan:

He means Hogmanay.

Dixon:

Oh! Right! Thought he sounded a bit Scotch.

Doris:

Take no notice of him. He’s had a hard day, haven’t you Norman?

Norman:

Affirmative. My day has been very hard, compared to a day that is not so hard,
therefore my day has been harder than a day that is not too hard. Comprende?

Tracy:

Well, that clears that up. Forget the Scotch – I’ll have a G & T.

Harvey:

(To Dixon) So - What did you actually see that was so unbelievable Ron?

Ned:

Yes, pray tell, then I can get back to sleep and not watch the blooming moon
landings.

(Ned makes himself comfortable on one of the reception area chairs)
Lush:

Philistine!

Dan:

(To Missus Lush) Excuse me. But I wonder, have we met before?

Lush:

I beg your pardon.

Dan:

It’s just that you look very familiar (To Doris) Don’t you think she looks familiar
Doris?

Doris:

Well, I must say, there is something about her. I do know what you mean.

Lush:

I think you’ll find that I have just one of those faces.

Ned:

And a very nice face it is to, if I may be so bold as to say.

Lush:

You may not Ned Riddle.

Harvey:

(To Dixon) This still doesn’t explain what you actually saw that was so unbelievable
Ron?

Schmidt:

If it vos me zat you think you saw, Officer – it vas not me. I am alvays accused of
being me, vhen I am not me. It happens to me all ze time. Sometimes I look in ze
mirror and I say “Zat is not me!” But zen you just can’t trust reflections, can you?

Dixon:

What is he going on about? Here - Just a minute, he’s not English, is he?

Harvey:

Oh! Please, just ignore him Ron.

Shula:

(To Harvey, moving closer to him and looking up at him, enchanted) You, Mister
Badger – or may I call you Harvey? You have a very strong almost extra-terrestrial
appeal! And I am much appealed.

Harvey:

(Shyly) Oh! Why thank you Miss Shula.

Ned:

It’s probably them cucumbers what you ate at dinner, Harvey! They was a bit
extraterrestrial.

Shula:

(To Harvey. Breathing heavily) Has anyone ever told you, Mister Badger, that you
have a wonderful aura?

Harvey:

(Checking his flies) Er, well I don’t often have it on display, Miss.

Lush:

Never mind that! PC Dixon! Are you ever going to tell us about this unbelievable
thing you think you’ve seen?

Dixon:

Well, Missus Lush, it wasn’t one thing it was two things.

Ned:

Two things! Well, I’ll be blowed into next week and a fortnight later! As my old
Grandpa used to say.

Harvey:

So - What was the first thing Ron?

Dixon:

Well, there I was on patrol, just outside old Bridge Farm less than an hour ago, when
I seen it.

Dixon:

(Points upwards) Up there.

Ned:

On the ceiling?

Dixon:

No! In the sky.

Ned:

But you can’t see the sky, the ceilings in the way.

Harvey:

He means out at old Bridge Farm Ned, not here.

Ned:

Oh.

Lush:

Carry on Ron.

Dixon:

Well, it was this light I saw, you see.

Lush:

Well, that explains it –

Dixon:

What?

Lush:

Eyesore. Your eye was sore, so whatever you think you saw you actually didn’t see. It
was your eye being sore that makes you think you saw whatever you think you saw.
But you didn’t, cos your eye was sore!

Harvey:

Are you sure you saw what you think you saw, Ned? For sure?

Dixon:

Sure, I’m sure. What I saw wasn’t because my eyes was sore. I know that for sure cos
I saw it with my own eyes and not anyone else’s.

Lush:

But what did you see, Ron?

Dixon:

I didn’t know at the time, when I first saw it, exactly what it was …But whatever it
was I saw, it was very high up in the sky and very small - and then it got bigger and
lower until I saw it - as clearly as I’m seeing you Missus Lush.

Tracy:

But what was it?

Dixon:

It was a – a – spaceship!

Schmit:

Zis policeman is completely cuckoo. Mad as a box of disturbed terrapins! He is
bonkers!! And I should know. I am ze famous Schmit Von Schmit, expert in small
submersible creatures.

Shula:

At ze Heidelberg University?

Schmit:

Ja! At ze Heidelberg University. Zere I am famous for ze psychological disorders in
people who see things that are not zere. I vunce treated a man who thought he saw his
dead vife climbing a tree in the garden.

Tracy:

Did you cure him?

Schmit:

Ja! I treated him to a night at ze opera - und vile he vas avay I chopped down ze tree.

(cunning laugh) After that ze naughty vife had novhere to climb. So, Mister Police
Officeman, I am at your service.
Dixon:

Thank you, but I do not need a psychiatric shrink! I know what I saw and it was
definitely a space ship and … and it landed near this very hotel, just behind the forest.

Dan:

Can you describe it?

Dixon:

Yes. Lots of trees, bushes and…

Harvey:

The spaceship Ron, not the forest.

Dixon:

Oh. Well, it was long.
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Doris:

And silver?

Dixon:

Yes.

Dan:

With a blue stripe down the side?

Dixon:

Yes.

Shula:

That separated six windows on the top?

Dixon:

Yes.

Doris:

From the eight windows at the bottom?

Dixon:

Yes.
(Norman sings the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune)

Norman:

Very well described Police Constable Dixon.

Dixon:

(Bows as if taking applause) Thank you. Thankyou. But that is not all!

Norman:

Ah yes, you forgot to mention the rear propulsion system with nucleonic thrusters
attached to the monopropellant rockets.

Ned:

I thought he was going to say that.

Dixon:

No! I was going to say the other one.

Norman:

But there isn’t another one. On the Series XYZ Interplanetary Explorer there is only
one rear propulsion system with nucleonic thrusters attached to the monopropellant
rockets.

Dixon:

No – I was referring to the other space ship!

Harvey:

(Nervous Laugh) Ron, you must have been dreaming about the moon landings and…

Dixon:

I can assure you that I was as awake as we all are now.
(Ned Snores. Lush elbows Ned in the ribs to wake him up)

Tracy:

Are you really trying to tell us that you have seen two spaceships P.C Dixon?

Dixon:

I am, Tracy! I most definitely am!

Schmit:

Is zat not typical? You vait and vait for a spaceship and zen two come along togezzer.
Zis vunce happened to a patient of mine, who vaited for ze judge to sentence him for
indecent exposure. He vas so incensed he dropped his trousers and put his underpants
on his head.

Ned:

What did the Judge do?

Schmit:

Zat vas the Judge. The prisoner got two years and a gift token for ze local launderette
entitling him to two vashes for ze price of six.

Harvey:

Before anyone asks. Just ignore him.

Dan:

A second spacecraft you say, Mister human law enforcement officer?

Dixon:

Yes. It landed just beside the River Am, not far from old Peggy Woolley’s thatched
cottage.

Dan:

Can you describe it?

Dixon:

Yes. It has a thatched roof and two upstairs windows and two downstairs windows

Harvey:

I think Mister Archer is referring to the second spaceship, Ron.

Dixon:

Oh? Well, it was long.

Doris:

And green?

Dixon:

Yes.

Dan:

With a white stripe down the side?

Dixon:

Yes.

Shula:

That separated eight windows on the top?

Dixon:

Yes.

Doris:

From six windows at the bottom?

Dixon:

Yes.
(Norman sings the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune)

Norman:

Very well described PC Dixon.

Dan:

Oh, this is bad.

Doris:

Very bad.

Shula:

Extremely bad.

Norman:

Wait! I am picking something up on my extra sensory extra sensitive sense sensors.

Ned:

My brother Ted had that. Got a tonic from the doctor and he was right as rain in less
than eight weeks. I could get him to have a chat with you about it. Anyone know the
dialing code for New Zealand?

Doris:

(To Dan) You know what this means, Dan!

Dan:

Yes! I’m afraid I do.

Shula:

He’s found us, hasn’t he?

Harvey:

What are you talking about?
(Enter Gina Concetta in a state of anger)

Gina:

(Italian accent) Get this sex mad brute off me! I can’t stand it any longer!

Schmit:

(Rushing to meet her) It vos just a little misunderstanding, mein little minkle pinkle
schminkle.

Gina:

(To Schmit) I don’ta, meana you! I meana him!
(Gina turns and points towards the entrance door. Enter Brian Aldridge
through door)

Brian:

(To Gina. Sauvé. Sorry, darling – mistook you for somebody else! (Looks around
and sees the Archers) Well, well, well. Look what we have here.

Dan:

Oh dear, it’s him!

Doris:

Brian Aldridge.

Shula:

(To Brian) You’ve found us Brian, you – you lecherous reptile!

Brian:

Close – but still warm-blooded – especially for you, Shula Archer – so called – I’ve
found you!
(Norman sings the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune. Lights off – On
the entire stage.)

Scene 3 – 20th July 1969
(Lights on – Left hand-side of the stage. The scene reopens in the living room, of
Harvey Badger. He is sitting down next to Ned. PC Dixon and Dan Archer are
standing. PC Dixon is pacing up and down)
Dan:

Thank you very much for seeing me in the privacy of your very backward living
room, Mister Badger.

Harvey:

(Confused) Er, not at all Mister Archer.

Dan:

It’s just that it is rather a delicate subject.

Ned:

What? Like my Aunty Clara’s bloomers?

Dan:

(Ignores Ned. Coughs apologetically) This – er – must be kept strictly confidential –
as must your Aunty Clara’s bloomers!

Ned:

Don’t you worry, me old son. Whatever you tell us in Harvey’s sitting room, will stay
in Harvey’s sitting room…Unless, of course, someone opens the door or a window
and lets it out.

Dixon:

(Stops pacing. Slow, loud and deliberate) There’s something really strange going
on here you know. And when I say strange…I actually mean…strange. We trained
Officers of The Law know something strange when we see it you know. And I am
definitely seeing it…and dare I say – it’s strange.
(Dixon starts pacing again)
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Dan:

Yes – you might find it a little – er – strange. It’s about – Brian Aldridge.

Ned:

What the bloke in reception?

Dan:

Yes.

Harvey:

He says he’s looking for a room.

Ned:

Blimey Harvey Badger! You ain’t never been this busy since England won the world
cup!

Harvey:

(Ignores Ned) Look, Mister Archer, I understand and I’m really sorry if Mister
Aldridge is a friend of yours, but I just don’t have any more rooms available. I can’t
even find a room for your friend Norman, although he does seem to be content with
sleeping in the cupboard under the stairs. At a much-reduced rate of course!

Ned:

He says he likes it ‘cos it’s out of everybody’s way - and he can plug straight into the
ring main.

Dan:

Brian Aldridge is not a friend of mine, Mister Badger!

Ned:

Ere! Wait a minute. You are Dan Archer and you’re married to Doris Archer and the
bloke outside, your friend, is called Brian Aldridge? Am I going mad, but ain’t
this…?

Dan:

(Interrupts Ned) I can assure you, Mister Badger and – er – Nid, that Brian Aldridge
is anything but a friend.

Ned:

Who’s Nid?

Harvey:

He means Ned.

Dixon:

(Stops pacing. To Dan Archer) Here, that reminds me, Mister Archer, how on earth
– or otherwise – did you know what those spaceships that I saw actually looked like?

Harvey:

Oh, come off it, Ron, you didn’t see any spacecraft. It’s all just in your imagination.
The next thing you’ll be telling me is that Dan and Doris Archer are aliens from
another world! (Laughs to himself)

Dan:

(chuckles) I don’t know about that!

Harvey:

(To Dan) So, what do you want to talk to me about, Mister Archer?

Dan:

As I believed I mentioned Mister Badger, it concerns Brian Aldridge.

Harvey:

Yes, yes, I know, but all I can do is to recommend another hotel.

Ned:

There’s always, Sexy Susan Simpson’s Sumptuous Sauna and Stimulation
Emporium.

Ned:

(To Dan) It ain’t far – just a few miles up the Borchester road.

Harvey:

Sexy Susan Simpson’s Sumptuous Sauna and Stimulation Emporium is not a hotel
Ned. They don’t offer a good night’s sleep.

Dixon:

No, I don’t suppose they do. Besides they don’t open until ten o’clock at night…
(Embarrassed) Er, or so I have been told.

Ned:

‘Ere, now you mention it, I wonder if I should take my Ermintrude to Sexy Susan’s.
That might get her milk going.

Dan:

Look, Mister Badger, I don’t want you to find a room for Brian Aldridge, here or
anywhere else.

Dixon:

Why not?

Dixon:

(Chuckles to himself) I know! Don’t tell me, Mister Archer – (Dramatically) He’s
an evil alien from a planet in a faraway galaxy and he’s travelled billions of miles
through space on some despicable mission – a mission that will endanger every single
person on this planet!

Dan:

Close enough.

Harvey:

Pardon?

Dan:

Brian Aldridge is an evil alien from a planet in a faraway galaxy and he has travelled
billions of miles through space in order to carry out a despicable mission.

Harvey:

(Deep sigh) Not you as well, Mister Archer.

Ned:

Told you there were aliens, didn’t I Harvey?

Dixon:

(To Dan) And how do you know this, sir?

Dan:

Because me and my wife and daughter are also alien beings from a planet in a
faraway galaxy.

Harvey:

(Nervous laugh, sarcastically) Don’t tell me… you have also travelled billions of
miles through space to get here.

Dixon:

I knew it! I knew it! The minute I set eyes on you I knew you were all alien beings.
You’ve come out of one of them spaceships, haven’t you! Ho! Ho! Ho! You can’t put
one over a professional police officer like me Mister alien Dan Archer. (Nervous
chuckle) As soon as I saw you, I guessed you were all from another planet,
particularly that nutty so-called German feller! Schmit Von Schmit!

Dan:

From ze Heidelberg University.

Dixon:

That’s the fellow.

Dan:

He is not an alien.

Dixon:

He’s not?

Dan:

No. He is just…Bonkers.

Harvey:

(To Dan Archer) That’s the first thing you have said that makes any sense.

Ned:

Yeah! That Schmit is definitely a shilling short of a deutschemark and no mistake.

Harvey:

(Hesitantly) Mister Archer, you are not expecting us to believe that…well… I
mean… your daughter…

Dan:

(Interrupts) What about my daughter?

Harvey:

Well…she’s so – so beautiful…and

Dixon:

(Interrupts) And she hasn’t got any tentacles nor antennas…and…and she don’t
look like a lizard or some other form of alien life.

Harvey:

Yes! What he said – and she’s so beautiful!

Dixon:

You already said she was so beautiful.

Harvey:

That’s because she is so beautiful. What I mean is she doesn’t look like an alien.

Dan:

Do I?

Harvey:

No, but…Well…

Ned:

(To Dan) You do look a bit…odd, but….

Dan:

But what?

Ned:

You don’t look like an alien neither.

Dan:

What do you think I should look like Nid?

Ned:

Ned.

Dan:

That thing out of ET with the big head and come-hither eyes?

Harvey:

Who’s ET?

Dan:

Coming to cinemas on your planet in December 1982.

Harvey:

1982?

Dan:

Oh! Yes! Elliot played a particularly good part. Very cute. ET, not so much. Well, he
comes from Planet Plankton and they’re not very good actors. No confidence, you see
– I’m not surprised he had to phone home! And – yes – we’ve cracked the Time
Travelling bit as well!

Dixon:

(Interrupting Dan. Hesitant) Right…And what about that so called Italian woman,
Mister Archer?

Harvey:

You mean, Gina Concetta?

Dixon:

Yeah, that’s the one.

Dan:

What about her?

Dixon:

(To Dan again) She’s not from this planet either, is she? You can’t fool me! She’s
one of yours as well, ain’t she! Am I right or am I right?

Harvey:

Oh, come on - she’s from Italy, Ron, where most Italian women come from!

Ned:

(Very slowly, in time with his slow thinking brain) Wait a minute, wait a minute,
wait a minute.

Dixon:

That’s three minutes we’ve waited, Ned. Get on with it!

Ned:

I’m cogi…cogit…cogitating – Thinking – Ronald, and that ain’t easy…You see, what
we have here is – a Dan, a Doris and a Shula Archer. (Directly to Dan) But you can’t
be can you? Dan, Doris and Shula Archer don’t even exist!

Dan:

I beg to differ lowly earthman. We have been listening to them on interplanetary BBC
radio for many years…Have you never heard of Radio 4, the interplanetary Satellite?

Harvey:

Oh My God! – The Archers on BBC Radio? An everyday story of country folk.

Dan:

(Deep sigh) Yes! I think I am going to have to tell you everything.

Ned:

Don’t leave nuffing out!

Dixon:

You’d better start from the very beginning then.

Dan:

OK, it all started 13.8 billion years ago when there was a big bang and our massive
Universe came into being…
(Fades away as the stage lights dim to darkness on that side of the stage. Lights
off – Left hand-side of the stage)

Scene 4 – 20th July 1969
(Lights on – Right hand-side of the stage. The scene changes back to the
reception area of the Bull Hotel and Country Pub. Only Tracy, Norman and
Brian Aldridge are on the stage. Brian Aldridge, is getting very annoyed)
Brian:

I demand to see Shula Archer, right this very earth minute!

Tracy:

Keep your hair on! She’s only gone to her room with her mother. It’s not like she’s
flown away you know.

Brian:

She’s done that before and let me tell you, earth worm… I mean earth woman…
wherever Shula Archer hides, I will find her no matter what planet on earth she
decides to hide on – or worlds to that effect!

Tracy:

Whatever! Now, if you don’t mind it’s gone eight o’clock in the bloody morning and
I’ve been up all night not watching the bloody moon landing. So, if it’s all right with
you two gentlemen, I am going off to the kitchen to have my breakfast.

Norman:

Aah! Breakfast. (Smacks his lips) The first meal taken after rising from a night's
sleep, always eaten in the early morning before undertaking the day's work. English
Breakfast usually consists of eggs, bacon, baked beans, tomatoes, hash browns,
mushrooms and toast and is usually followed by a burp in like manner. (Burps
loudly) Manners!

Tracy:

Thank you, Norman, you are a fountain of common knowledge.

Norman:

Yes - Thanks to my latest upgrade on all things earthbound I am a very clever little
Norman!

Tracy:

(Chuckles) You are anything but little.
(Tracy exits, at the same time as Schmit Von Schmit enters. Neither Norman nor
Brian Aldridge see him. He hides at the back of the stage)

Brian:

(To Norman) Now you listen to me you oversized under-performing robotic idiot. I
demand that you hand over Shula Archer to me immediately or I will tear out your
sensors and reduce you to an overqualified vacuum cleaner.

Norman:

Ah! Not so bad! Some of my best friends are overqualified vacuum cleaners. I believe
one of them became US President.

Brian:

Listen, you electric dummy, I have been chasing the Archers across the galaxy, in the
guise of this ridiculous earth-person called Brian Archer, for a whole millennium –
that’s a thousand years to you.

Brian:

(Menacingly) I will find Shula Archer and I will marry her. Whether she likes it or
not!

Norman:

Shula Archer does not love you Brian Aldridge. She doesn’t even like you. No one
likes you. I don’t have the capacity to like or dislike, but I still don’t like you. Even
your mother didn’t like you – I heard tell that as soon as you were hatched, she tried
to push you back inside your egg. Unfortunately, she failed miserably. I repeat…
Shula Archer does not love you.

Brian:

(Contemptuously) Love and like. They are emotions that only earth people have.

Norman:

Incorrect Brian Archer. My sensors have picked up high levels of dopamine
hormones that are released during attraction between a female and a male. They are
present in high quantities in both Shula Archer and the earthman Harvey Badger,
proprietor of this quaint English earth hotel. I therefore conclude they are now in love
with each other and are ready to mate.

Brian:

Over your dead body Norman! Besides, my machine will change all that.

Norman:

You have a machine?

Brian:

I do. Yes –and it is guaranteed to swap a person’s brain personality in under thirty
minutes. So, I have only to find my Shula Archer and put her in my machine and, in
less than an hour she will fall in love with me. In the old days they would have used
a Love Potion – Now we have a machine! (Triumphant laugh)

Norman:

You mean you have Love Potion Number Nine? By the Searchers?

Brian:

You might say that. It’s actually The Brain swapper - the Triple X forty-one-mark
One Model – with a 99.97% output. And an input of three cups of Americano Coffee
and a Jam Doughnut. And I, a mechanical and electrical genius have tweaked it to
dispense hot chocolate.

Norman:

(Very impressed) Oh, the old Brain swapper - the Triple X forty-one mark one with
99.97% output? Very impressive. Did you get it from Amazon?

Brian:

No, you idiot. Amazon won’t start up on this planet until the 5th July in the earth year
of 1994. Jeffrey Preston Bezos won’t arrive on earth until then.
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Norman:

You mean he comes from our planet?

Brian:

Well, you don’t think an earthling would be clever enough to create something as
technically advanced as Amazon, do you?

Norman:

I don’t know. They have just delivered two men to the moon. Admittedly it wasn’t
next day delivery – it took them nearly a week to get there!

Brian:

Moon schmoon! You incompetent robotic fool. They have landed on their moon,
twenty earth miles from a Luna shopping Centre and they were completely unable to
detect it. Idiots! These earth people are even more stupid than you are. Why they
don’t even believe that there are other civilizations in outer space. They actually think
that Dan and Doris Archer…
(Norman sings the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune)

Brian:

Are actually – Dan and Doris Archer. From the Archers – an everyday story of
countryfolk! Countryfolk my apex! They’re from the Planet Zoog, just like you and
me!
(Norman sings the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune)

Brian:

(Mad Laugh) I’m telling you Norman, once I put Shula Archer into my brain
swapping machine and bombard her with the ultimate coffee and hot chocolate
particles, she will forget all about this earthman Harvey Badger and fall madly in love

with me. Me! Brian Aldridge – otherwise known as The Rudolf Valentino of the
Planet Zoog! (Mad scientist style laugh)
Norman:

Have you no scruples Brian Aldridge? None at all?

Brian:

No. They didn’t have any when I transformed into this earthling body. That’s why my
trousers don’t hang right.

Norman:

Too much information, sir. But I must warn you that I will forthwith…

Brian:

Forthwith?

Norman:

Fifthwith or even sixthwith. If you wish… I will, forthwith with much animosity and
waving of my arms, inform Dan and Doris Archer of your fiendish plan to kidnap
their daughter.

Brian:

(Slow and deliberate) Oh? Will you now Norman?

Norman:

Affirmative, Brian Aldridge, fiend from Planet Zoog.

Brian:

I don’t think so Norman.
(Brian moves towards Norman and pats him on the back)

Norman:

(Hesitant) What have you done Brian Aldridge from Planet Zoog? (His voice
becomes slow and very robotic) I am not feeling at all… (To Brian) Who are you?

Brian:

Do not alarm yourself Norman.

Norman:

Who is Norman?

Brian:

I have just deactivated your memory coil.

Norman:

I don’t remember anything.

Brian:

I know.

Norman:

Who am I?

Brian:

It’s not who you are Norman. It is what you are. A helpless and hopeless robotic idiot.

Schmit:

(Makes a noise from the back of the stage where he has been hiding and listening
to everything that Brian and Norman have been saying. He reluctantly
approaches them) Goot mornink you strange alien people…I mean people from
anozzer vorld…I mean…I didn’t hear vot you said…I hear nuttink. Nuttink at all. Not
vun vord. Not even two vords. I am very hard of hearing. Mein Mooter alvays used to
tell me zat I vos very hard of hearing and I alvays used to reply…Vot did you say? I
did not hear you mein mooter, because I am very hard of hearing. But she did not
hear me because she also vas very hard of hearing. So, ve heard nutting togezzer. Ze
silence was unbearable. Oy! Vot an unhappy childhood I had! (Breaks down in
tears)
(Enter Harvey, PC Dixon and Dan Archer from the dark – Left hand-side of the
stage)

Harvey:

Schmit, what is wrong with you?

Schmit:

Vot is wrong mit me? How long have you got?

Dan:

(To Brian) I have told them the truth Brian Aldridge.

Brian:

Have you now?

Dan:

I have.

Brian:

And they still believe that you are Dan and Doris Archer?

Dan:

(Looks towards Norman and waits. Norman says nothing) Norman, the music.
The Archers music!

Norman:

Who is Norman?

Dan:

You know… (Sings the theme tune to the Archers) Dum de dum de dum de dum,
dum de dum de dum dum.

Dixon:

That is very good dum de dumming, Mister Archer. Have you thought of going on
Opportunity knocks?

Dan:

Norman! What has happened to you?

Norman:

I do not know anyone called Norman.

Dixon:

There’s Norman Wisdom. He’s Missus Dixon’s favourite. We always watched him
on Sunday Night at the London Palladium.

Dixon:

(Puts his thumbs up) Swinging! (Puts his thumbs down) Dodgy! He always makes
us laugh, me and Missus Dixon.

Harvey:

That was Norman Vaughan.

Dixon:

Was it?

Harvey:

Yes. Not Norman Wisdom.

Norman:

So, that’s who I am. I am Norman Wisdom, not Norman Vaughan.

Harvey:

First the Archers and then Norman Wisdom. Next, it’ll be Dixon of Dock Green!

Dan:

(Accusingly to Brian Aldridge) What have you done to Norman, you fiend?

Brian:

He is just a little unwell.

Dixon:

Oh dear. Is there a doctor in the house?

Harvey:

And there we have it. The Archers, Norman Wisdom…And now - Doctor in the
flaming House.

Schmit:

As luck vould have it, zere is a doctor in ze house.

Dixon:

Is there?

Schmit:

Vhy of course zere is a doctor who at ze height of his career vos only accused of
malpractice seventeen times and only convicted sixteen times. It is I! Schmit Von
Schmit!

Dan:

From ze Heidelberg university.

Schmit:

Ja. I vill cure him, zis Norman. (Puts his arm around Norman) I had a patient
vunce. An opera singer from ze Vienna State Opera, who completely forgot
everything.

Harvey:

How did you cure him?

Schmit:

I told him he vos a budgerigar and he is now happy in a cage, singing, who’s a pretty
boy then, to the tune of Nessun Dorma!

Harvey:

Do you really think you can help him Schmit?

Schmit:

Vhy of corsets. I am ze expert.

Dan:

(Tentatively) But Norman isn’t the same as other people.

Harvey:

You could say the same about Schmit.
(Enter Ned from the dark – Left hand-side of the stage)

Ned:

Ere, Harvey. I’ve just had an idea.

Harvey:

What is it Ned?

Ned:

I know someone that can help us with our Dan and Doris Archer problem (Looks
towards Norman) No theme tune?

Harvey:

He thinks he’s Norman Wisdom.

Ned:

Oh, that is serious.

Dixon:

Who is this person who can help us Ned?

Ned:

Well, it’s someone that is an expert in everything in outer space.

Dixon:

Wonderful. Who is it?

Ned:

Have you ever met my brother Ted?

Harvey:

Oh, for heaven’s sake.

Schmit:

I vill take Norman, back to mein room and I vill have him happy as Sally in nein
time.

Harvey:

Larry.

Schmit:

Vot?

Harvey:

Happy as Larry.

Schmit:

It is not a competition, but if it vos, Sally vould vin! Ha!
(Schmit begins to lead Norman off the stage, but as he goes, he bumps into Brian
Aldridge and we see him put his hand inside Brian’s pocket)

Brian:

You are a clumsy human!

Schmit:

Ja. I have alvays been clumsy. I vos even clumsy vhen I vos born. Mein Muther and I
vern’t even in ze same room. Such a clumsy Schmit Von Schmit.

Dan:

From ze Heidelberg university.
(Schmit and Norman exit, but as they do, we hear him whisper to Norman)

Schmit:

I vill help you get your memory back and zen you can help me steal zat machine from
zis, Brian Aldridge person. Zen ve can make ze lovely Gina Concetta, fall madly in
love mit me.

Schmit:

(Maniacal laugh) Vot a night zat vill be!
(Exit Schmit and Norman. Lights out on Right hand side of stage.)

Scene 5 – 20th July 1969
(The left hand-side of the stage is set up as the small ante-room of Schmit von
Schmit’s hotel room. Just a small coffee table and a couple of chairs. Schmit von
Schmit is seated. He is knitting a very long scarf and humming a happy tune.
Enter Norman wearing a very large hat. The hat is heavily embellished with
coloured lights and knobs. It is also fitted with an earphone lead)
Schmit:

Ah! Norman. You’re back.

Norman:

Yes, Professor I have brought it with me. And also, my front and my back and sides.

Schmit:

Good! Good! Zat is conclusive proof Zat I – Professor Schmit von Schmit –

Norman:

Of Heidelberg University…

Schmit:

Heff restored your memory to its rightful place inside your plastic head. I knew that
electronic chip I stole from Brian Aldridge’s trouser pocket would do ze trick. He
thinks I am clumsy, but I Schmit von Schmit am as cunning as a piece of apple
strudel.

Norman:

Yes, Professor. And now I am programmed to do whatever you instruct me to do.

Schmit:

Really?

Norman:

Affirmative master Professor Schmit.

Schmit:

Put your hands on your head.
(Norman puts his hands on his head)

Schmit:

Vunderba. You are indeed, under mein control.

Norman:

Affirmative master Professor Schmit. And the chip was delicious. Could have done
with more vinegar, but still quite tasty.

Schmit:

(Horrified) You ate it?
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Norman:

Not exactly master Professor Schmit.

Schmit:

You mean you did not insert it into your memory compartment as instructed on the
instruction leaflet? You put it in your mouth instead?

Norman:

Yes, master Professor Schmit – exactly as instructed.

Schmit:

But…but…Oy! All my plans are ruined. If you have eaten ze memory chip zen...
(stops in mid-sentence) Vot do you mean as instructed? Are you such a fool zat you
follow ze instructions written in atrocious, impossible to understand English by
poorly paid Chinese translators? Oy! Such stupidity! Vhy can’t you be as cunning as
an apple strudel, like me!

Norman:

Yes, master Professor Schmit. I followed the instructions to the letter – they said “Put
chip into mouth and insert into memory compartment. Do not chew. Do not swallow.
Can cause acute indigestion, so if swallowed call Emergency Services.”

Schmit:

Ah! So, you did not eat ze chip – you inserted it correctly into your memory
compartment, vhich is in your mouth! Ya!

Schmit:

(Laughs) Zat is perfect. Perfect I tell you! Zat beautiful Italian goddess vill be mein!
All mein! (Manic Laugh) Now my robotic friend, to more exciting business - vas
your visit to you-know-who’s spaceship successful?

Norman:

Affirmative master Professor Schmit

Schmit:

(Excited) So – you have it?

Norman:

I have what?

Schmit:

You know vhat. How can you not know vhat?

Norman:

Vhat? I mean what… which what…what what?

Schmit:

Oy! I know I should have gone myself.

Norman:

Gone where?

Schmit:

Mein got; it gets vorse! Gone to Brian Aldridge’s Spaceship to steal his love potion
machine, of course. Vhere else?

Norman:

Ah! That is what you mean master Professor Schmit.

Schmit:

Yes! That is vot I mean, not so cunning as an apple strudel, robot.

Norman:

But the machine is no longer there, Herr Professor. It is no longer in Mr Aldridge’s
spaceship.

Schmit:

Oy! It gets vorser zan vorse! Somebody got zere before us! Some vile person is after
my beautiful Italian Goddess! Zey have pinched zat alien Brian Aldridge’s love
potion machine before I could steal it! And I vos ze first in ze stealing queue. Who
could it be, Norman? Und vhere is that beautiful machine now?

Norman:

Pray do not excite yourself, Herr Professor – it is not good for your heart or your
blood pressure.

Schmit:

But I need zat machine! Vhere is it? Vhere is it?

Norman:

Please remain calm master Professor Schmit. It is here.

Schmit:

Here! vhere is here?

Norman:

(Points to his head) Here. It is here.

Schmit:

Vhere?

Norman:

Here. I am wearing it.

Schmit:

Vot? Ze machine is a hat?

Norman:

Affirmative master Professor Schmit

Schmit:

But how can such a complicated, state of ze art, sophisticated electronic instrument be
a hat? It defies science! Und it is so unfashionable!

Norman:

It is rather dashing, isn’t it master Professor Schmit?

Schmit:

Only to a person mit no hat sense! Now, let me take a closer look at it. (Puts down
his knitting and approaches close to Norman to examine the hat)

Schmit:

Curious. It has been disguised as a hat – a hat mit knobs und fairy lights. Very
deceptive, but very clever. Zat alien man, Brian Aldridge is ein genius. Hmm. Let me
see. Yes – Zere is ze on off svitch. Und ze power control it is here. Hmm. Ja! It looks
simple. Tell me, my intellectual robotic friend, did zere happen to be an Instruction
booklet mit it?

Norman:

Yes, master Professor Schmit, but I am afraid it is written in atrocious, impossible to
understand English by poorly paid Chinese translators. I have it here.
(Norman hands small slip of paper to Schmit)

Schmit:

Ah! Danke. (He attempts to read the leaflet. He moves around the hat, pressing
buttons etc) Ja! “Locate ze bonce-set on ze noggin of subject to receive amorous
lustings. Position earpiece in primary person ear und boot up; svitch to on for ze full
flow thoughts of brain to ear. Ja Ja! Primary person – zat is me I think - must think
thoughts of love and lust. Vhen on for twenty seconds machine vill buzz three times.
Zen svitch off. Errors and omissions excepted. No responsibility vill be took for
malfunctioning und side effects such as lunacy, back itching’s und haemorrhoids.
Hmm. So – seems simple enough Norman. I think maybe ve vill try it out, vot do you
think mein little brained robotic friend?

Norman:

That is a good idea, master Professor Schmit

Schmit:

So, let me see – you pretend to be Gina Concetta; Locate hat on your head in ze right
place – Ja! Ze hat is already zere. Goot goot! Now, I vill think ze amorous lustings to
go from my brain into your plastic chip zat is your brain und…(Smiles and giggles)
Svitch on. Vait tventy seconds. La la la – sexy thoughts, lots of lust – la la la la almost zere –
(SFX. Machine buzzes three times)

Schmit:

Ah! Remarkable. It actually vorks. Mein got! Gina Concetta, vill be mein. Mein! All
Mein! (Manic laugh)

Norman:

(In a state of ecstasy) Oh! Professor You are so handsome! Kiss me! I love you! I
love you! I love you! Kissy kissy!

Schmit:

(Screams) Vot are you doing?
(Norman throws his arms about Schmit and tries to kiss him. Schmit, in alarm,
tries to throw him off. They struggle – Schmit finally break loose and exits
hurriedly. All the while they are shouting at each other. Norman chases after
him)

Schmit:

(From off stage) Get off me you randy robot! Help! Help!

Norman:

I love you! I love you! I love you! Come to me, cunning as an apple strudel master
Professor Schmit! We will be together for ever. Kissy kissy kissy!
(Lights out on Left hand side of stage.)

Scene 6 – 20th July 1969
(The lights come on the right hand-side of the stage. Dan is confronting Brian in
the reception area while Harvey is becoming more and more confused. Ned and
PC Dixon are also on stage)
Dan:

(Confronts Brian Aldridge) You will never get away with this, Aldridge!

Brian:

I don’t know what you are talking about Dan Archer.

Dan:

I have told them everything about you Brian. Everything!

Brian:

(To Harvey. Scoffs) I expect he’s told you that I am an alien villain from another
world and that I have travelled across the galaxy just to take his daughter Shula, for
my very own.

Harvey:

(Confused) Well, er…Yes, but…

Brian:

I assume, he has also told you that we all come from the planet Zoog!

Harvey:

Well… er….

Brian:

You can’t believe a word he says Mister Badger. Dan Archer is what is commonly
termed a raving lunatic. In fact, the whole family are barking mad – I’m actually here
to take them back to the Asylum.

Harvey:

You are?

Dan:

Of course, he’s not! He’s an alien from the planet Zoog!

Brian:

(To Harvey) Well, I ask you Mister Earthling…I mean Mister Badger. Do I look like
an alien?

Harvey:

Well, no. Not really.

Brian:

And does Dan Archer here look like an alien?
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Harvey:

Ehm, no.

Brian:

There you have it. Dan Archer is completely mad. Bonkers. Off his head. Not
rational. Totally crazy.

Ned:

(Indicates Dan) PC Dixon, arrest that man for being an imposter!

Dan:

I tell you I am not an imposter.
(Enter Doris and Shula Archer)

Ned:

Yes, you are. You pretended to be Dan Archer and then you pretended to be an alien.

Dan:

I am Dan Archer and I am an alien Nid!

Ned:

An alien Nid? What’s that when it’s at home?

Dan:

No, when I say Nid, I mean Ned.

Ned:

Well, why didn’t you say so?

Dan:

I thought I did Nid, I mean Ned; when I said Nid I meant to say Ned, Nid – NED!

Brian:

Told you. The man’s completely mad. Off his rocker!

Doris:

How dare you speak to my husband like that!

Dan:

Yes! How dare you speak to her husband like that?

Shula:

(To Harvey) Believe me, you cannot believe a word Brian Aldridge says, my love.

Harvey:

I can’t?

Shula:

No!

Harvey:

Did you call me…My love?

Shula:

(Seductively) I did my love. I have decided that you and I will make wonderful eggs
together.

Ned:

I’d like mine scrambled, please, although poached is pretty good!

Harvey:

I’m sorry, Miss Shula, but I really don’t know what to believe any more – or who.
(Enter Gina Concetta)

Dixon:

I know what you mean, Harvey – I need to arrest someone, but I don’t know who.

Gina:

Wella, Mister Police Constable, you can starta with Senor Schmit von Schmit.

Dan:

From ze Heidelberg university?

Gina:

Si. You must arrest him. He is trying to do unthinkable things to me.

Ned:

Unthinkable things – who would have thought?

Brian:

At last! A human, after my own heart…If I had a heart that is.

Gina:

Datta man – datta Schmita von Schmita is pazzo! Pazzo. Completely pazzo!

Ned:

Oh! I like a bit of pazzo, with me chicken dinner.

Harvey:

That’s Paxo, you idiot.

Gina:

Pazzo! He is Mad I tell you! Thata Schmita von Schmita…

Dan:

From ze Heidelberg university?

Gina:

Si. He issa mad!! Completely, utterly, totally, entirely loco from his head to his pieda.
He is as mad as a mauve chair, if not madder!

Harvey:

I think you’ll find, that’s as mad as a March hare.

Gina:

Si, he is as mad as a March hare sitting in a mauve chair.

Harvey:

Well, that clears that up.

Gina:

He shoulda be arrested! Arresta him Mister Officer of the Lure!

Dixon:

I am rather busy at the moment Miss Concetta. I’m trying to work out who to arrest.

Harvey:

What has Schmit von Schmit…

Dan:

From ze Heidelberg university…

Harvey:

…Indeed - what has he done now, Miss Concetta?

Gina:

It is a notta what he hasa done, Mister Badger! Itsa what he is going to do!

Harvey:

And what exactly is he going to do?

Gina:

He hasa machina.

Harvey:

A machina?

Gian:

Si. A machina.

Harvey:

What kind of machina?

Gina:

A machina that he saya, will make me falla in amour with him.

Harvey:

Amour?

Gina:

Lurve lurve lurve!

Brian:

Pardon? Did you say machina? A love machina?

Gina:

(To Brian) I’ma telling you that Schmit von Schmit has a machina that will make me
falla in lurve with him. I do not want this!! I only booked into this hotela, for bed and
a breakfasta! Continental off course! I did not know there was a machina that will
maka me falla in lurve with Schmit von Schmit. I do not lurve him – I will never
lurve him!

Brian:

Where did he get this machine from?

Gina:

He ah say, he hasa found it. He saya it is a very gooda machine. He saya it is out of
this world.

Brian:

I bet he does.

Shula:

(To Doris) Mother, do you know what this means?

Doris:

Yes! This strange earth person, Schmit von Schmit from some weird University in
central Europe has a Triple X forty-one machine. The Brain Swapper!

Dan:

I wonder if it’s the very latest model? The Triple X forty-one-mark two machinethat’s even worse than the Mark One!

Shula:

No! There was a manufacturer’s recall on that one – instead of making people fall in
love with each other it was driving them potty. The asylums couldn’t cope!

Dan:

Yes, that’s right Shula. I’d forgotten about that. It was all over social media at the
time. All the Twitterers were turning into twits!

Harvey:

Social media? What’s that? A newspaper that likes going out for coffee?

Brian:

(Very loud) By the Rings of Saturn! He’s stolen my machine! The earth swine!

Harvey:

Sorry, what did you say?

Brian:

I said that this Schmit von Schmit…

Dan:

From ze Heidelberg university.

Brian:

Has stolen my love inducing machine. My Brain Swapper!

Shula:

Your machine?

Brian:

I must get it back!

Shula:

You were going to use that machine on me weren’t you, Brian Aldridge!

Harvey:

(To Brian) Ah! I see it all now - you are an alien, just as Dan Archer said.

Brian:

So, what if I am?

Gina:

Forget abouta him. What abouta me? Donta let him attacka me with thata machina. If
I fell in lurve with Schmit von Schmit from ze Heidelberg University I would hava to
a throwa myself out of a ground floor window.

Dixon:

We can’t have that!

Ned:

No, we can’t.

Dixon:

I will arrest this Schmit von Schmit…

Dan:

From ze Heidelberg university.

Dixon:

Yes – and all the other idle burgers!

Brian:

Well said earthling!

Dixon:

Well, we can’t have people roaming around with alien machines, making Italian
models throw themselves out of ground floor windows, can we? It just isn’t British.
I’ll need a description of this – this love-making machine.

Brian:

It’s carefully disguised to look like a hat.

Dixon:

What sort of an ‘at? A trilby, a bowler, a Stetson, a Mexican somre-rero?

Brian:

Just a hat – you’ll recognise it.

Dixon:

Good enough. Take me to it.

Ned:

‘Ere, I’ll come too. That machine of yours, just might help me woo Missus Lush.
(Brian, Dixon and Ned exit, just as Missus Lush and Tracy enter)

Lush:

What were they getting so excited about?

Tracy:

It’s probably something to do with that boring landing on the moon business. I mean,
who cares about the moon? It’s not like I can go there for a holiday is it?

Harvey:

It’s not about the moon landing. Nothing to do with it.

Lush:

What is it then?

Gina:

Itsa abouta Schmit von Schmit. He hasa machina.

Lush:

A machina?

Gina:

A machina for Gina! Thata maka people fall madly in love with other people.

Lush:

Oh dear. You don’t mean the triple X forty-two love machine? The Brain Swapper?

Harvey:

What did you say, Missus Lush?

Lush:

(Looks horrified) Oh – er – Nothing, Harvey.
(Lights off – Right hand-side of the stage. Intermission)

Act 2
Scene 1 – 20th July 1969
(Lights on – Left hand-side of the stage. The left hand-side of the stage has
changed to Harvey’s small bedroom. There is a bed, a bedside table, a desk,
chair and a telephone. Harvey is alone on the stage. He is pacing up and down,
looking extremely worried. Eventually he sits down at his desk and picks up the
telephone. He begins to dial a number)
Harvey:

Operator. Can you get me a long-distance number please…? It’s Mission Control…
No not the church Mission in Borsetshire…Mission Control. The one in Houston…
Houston, Texas…Yes, that Texas the one in America…What? Yes, I am being
serious. I would like you to connect me to the Johnson Space Center in Houston,
Texas. The one in the United States of America.
(Shula enters)

Shula:

Oh, handsome earthling with voluptuous thighs, you must help me!

Harvey:

(Slams down the phone and looks exasperated by Shula’s entrance) How did you
get in here? The door was locked.

Shula:

Oh, it was no problem my love. I just stuck my little finger in the keyhole and pulled
my left earlobe.

Harvey:

Sorry?

Shula:

It’s an old trick where I come from. Opens all doors. Occasionally a few windows
and once, if my memory serves me correctly, an industrial septic tank - father was not
impressed. Who were you talking to on that communication device?

Harvey:

What?

Shula:

You were talking to someone on that thing. (Points to telephone)

Shula:

I heard you when I came in. something about the United States of America.

Harvey:

(Hesitant at just being caught trying to phone Mission control) Err…I was…ehm,
just telephoning … er…Ned’s brother Ted.

Shula:

Oh, I didn’t realise that New Zealand was in the United States of America.

Harvey:

Err…Yes. It’s the fifty first state.
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Shula:

Strange, that never came up when we were monitoring your radio waves.

Harvey:

We like to keep it a secret.

Shula:

Oh! I can understand that, but we should not have secrets my love!

Harvey:

What is it you want Miss Archer?

Shula:

Shula, please my darling. You must call me by my first name if we are to copulate.

Harvey:

Of course, I understand…Copulate? Did you say copulate?

Shula:

Do you call it something else on your planet?

Harvey:

Well…I…er…

Shula:

No matter, but we must act quickly if we are to breed when Mercury and Mars are in
alignment. It is extremely important.

Harvey:

Mercury and Mars? … Did you say breed?

Shula:

Well of course, they’ll be in alignment on the twelfth of August.

Harvey:

Will they?

Shula:

Yes, and that just happens to be when I am at my most fertile.

Harvey:

(Shocked and confused) Is it?

Shula:

Oh yes, my love. So, we need to act fast.

Harvey:

Do we?

Shula:

We do.

Harvey:

What do we…er…have to do?

Shula:

Well firstly we must put an end to Brian Aldridge’s hideous plans.

Harvey:

Brian Aldridge? The alien Brian Aldridge?

Shula:

The very same. If he traps me in his triple X forty-two love machine, then I will be
lost to you forever my love - I will forever be Brian Aldridge’s sex slave.

Harvey:

So, bit of a problem then.

Shula:

Yes. We can’t waste a millisecond.

Harvey:

No, I expect we can’t.

Shula:

We must find Norman.

Harvey:

Norman?

Shula:

Our robot.

Harvey:

I should have seen that coming.

Shula:

He has the technology to neutralise the triple X forty-two love machine.

Harvey:

That’s nice. So, where is he?

Shula:

That’s the problem – he’s gone missing.

Harvey:

That’s not nice.

Shula:

We must find him, my love.

Harvey:

(Hesitant) Yes. I suppose we must.
(Enter Ned)

Ned:

Harvey! (See’s Shula) Oh, I see you are entertaining this lovely young lady Harvey.

Harvey:

What?

Ned:

I’m sorry if I’ve interrupted something…Well, you know.

Shula:

There is no need to apologise for the interruption earth man Ned. As you can see, we
are not yet copulating.

Ned:

What?

Shula:

We have to wait until Mercury and Mars are in alignment.

Ned:

(To Harvey) Not many people know that! Did you, Harvey?

Harvey:

No – I’ve Just found out.

Ned:

Well, I don’t really know what to say.

Harvey:

How do you think I feel. What was it that you wanted Ned?

Ned:

I just had to tell you that PC Dixon has found Schmit von Smit.

Shula:

From ze Heidelberg university?

Harvey:

Is there another one?

Ned:

No – it’s the same one. Anyway, PC Dixon has arrested him.

Harvey:

Good show.

Ned:

He’s got him in the hotel reception right now, Harvey.

Harvey:

Good.

Ned:

And that’s not all.

Harvey:

I had a horrible feeling you were going to say that Ned Riddle.

Ned:

He was with this Norman chap.

Shula:

Norman?

Ned:

Yes. PC Dixon has arrested him as well. They’re both in reception. But here’s a
funny thing.

Harvey:

I could do with a laugh.

Norman:

This Norman bloke is wearing a funny hat.

Harvey:

A what?

Ned:

A hat, with lights and buttons and switches and stuff all over it.

Shula:

That sounds like the triple X forty-two love machine.

Ned:

I thought it was more like a trilby.

Shula:

But where is Brian Aldridge?

Ned:

He was in reception talking to Tina when PC Dixon and I brought, Schmit and
Norman in.

Ned:

(To Harvey – swelling with pride) I have to say Harvey, I was a bit of a hero, if I
must say so.

Harvey:

Must you?

Ned:

I can’t wait to tell my brother Ted about it. Ted was a policeman for a short time in
New Zealand you know.

Shula:

Ah, New Zealand. The fifty first state of the United States of America.

Ned:

What?

Harvey:

(To Ned) Don’t worry about it. I’ll explain later.

Ned:

‘Ere, we’d best go down to reception and sort this all out Harvey.

Harvey:

Yes, I suppose we should.

Ned:

Unless you want to wait until this Mercury and Mars thing happens.

Harvey:

It’s not until August Ned.

Ned:

Ahh. Of course. (To Shula) I knew that.
(Lights off – Left hand-side of the stage)

Scene 2 – 20th July 1969
(Lights on – Right hand-side of the stage. The scene changes back to the
reception area of the Bull Hotel and Country Pub. At the back of the stage there
is a bar area. To the right of this part of the stage is a reception desk, where
Tracy Horrobin, is still doing her crossword. PC Dixon has positioned himself
between a very nervous Schmit and a most amorous Norman, while Brian
Aldridge is standing at the reception desk, watching Tracy. Norman is still
wearing the triple X forty-two love machine hat. Norman keeps trying to get
closer to Schmit, but the professor keeps edging away)
Tracy:

Six down. Ten letters. A buildup of gas in the digestive system that can lead to
abdominal discomfort. (Thinks) Stupid crossword. There are only four letters in fart!

Brian:

Flatulence.

Tracy:

I beg your pardon! Let me tell you there ain’t nothing wrong with my chest. My
boobs won first prize in the 1967 Brookfields annual bosom competition.

Brian:

I suppose that makes you “Titular head” of Brookfield! What a backward species you
are.

Tracy:

Don’t you try any of those seductive alien mind tricks on me. I know your sort. I’ve
seen ‘Tomorrows World.’ I’ll have you know I can tell a spatula from giggle counter
any day of the week!

Brian:

Do you have any idea what you are talking about?

Dixon:

Here! I hope you are not fraternising with my prisoners, Tracy.

Tracy:

I ain’t fraternising P.C Dixon. (To Brian) Mainly, because I haven’t got a clue what
it means.

Norman:

If there is any fraternising to be done, it will be me fraternising with my soul mate,
the love of my life, my everything, Professor Schmit Von Schmit, late of the
Heidelberg university.

Schmit:

(To Dixon) Keep this robotic dummkopf away from me Herr Officer! He is not
supposed to fall madly in love mit me. Although I can quite understand vhy he vould
vont to. After all, I am ze second most handsome man zat has ever been seen. Ze first,
hoff course, vas my reflection! But I do not vont zis Norman Robot person. I vont the
voman that I vish to spend the rest of my afternoon mit. Ze lovely Gina Concetta!

Tracy:

Well, you’re out of luck there, matey.
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Schmit:

Vhy?

Tracy:

Cos Gina Concetta checked out and paid her bill twenty minutes ago. She’s gone!

Schmit:

Vot! Don’t tell me you are serious.

Tracy:

Okay I won’t tell you. But that doesn’t change the fact that room number five is now
up for grabs. You can have it now if you want!

Norman:

Forget Gina Concetta, darling. She could never make you happy. I can. Oh,
Jerry, don't let's ask for the moon. We have the stars.

Schmit:

Who is zis Jerry? Don’t tell me he’s in ze love mit me as vell!

Brian:

See what happens, when you steal my love machine, you stupid earthman!

Schmit:

I did not steal it alien. I just - borrowed it. I vill give it back to you. It vos just a little
misunderstanding. (To Norman) Take off ze silly hat and give it back to him.

Norman:

But what about us, my darling Schmit von Schmit from the Heidelberg University?
By the way – what is your first name? I cannot keep calling you Schmit von Schmit,
can I Schmit von Schmit!

Schmit:

Mein first name! Nobody knows mein first name. It has been a secret in mein family
for generations. Even mein mother does not know my first name. I vill never reveal to
you that my first name is Heidemarie – Glockenspiel. So do not ask me mein first
name, you dummkopf! It’s a secret! And Zere is no us! Zere is only me und my
darling Gina Concetta! I vill pursue her ‘till the ends of ze earth!
(Enter Harvey, Ned and Shula from the dark right-hand side of the stage)

Dixon:

Harvey Badger! Thank goodness you are here.

Harvey:

I see you’ve caught them all PC Dixon.

Dixon:

I most certainly have.

Ned:

And me! I was there as well. I did some of the catching!

Harvey:

Bravo Ned.

Dixon:

Yes, he was like the Dr Watson, to my sherlock Holmes.

Shula:

(Points to the triple X forty-two love machine hat, that Norman is still wearing)
Norman why are you wearing the triple X forty-two love machine?

Schmit:

Yes, take it off. It does not suit you.

Norman:

Oh! That’s a pity! I was thinking of getting a bag and shoes to match.

Schmit:

Oy, is zis Robot a dummkopf or vhat?

Brian:

(To Norman) Give me back my triple X forty-two love machine immediately, or
preferably sooner!

Shula:

No – don’t Norman! He’ll use it on me!

Harvey:

I won’t allow it!

Shula:

Thank you my love.

Harvey:

There will be no more triple X forty-two love machine shenanigans in this hotel.

Shula:

Oh, Harvey. You are so brave.

Harvey:

I am aren’t I? Rest assured, my love I won’t let him make you fall in love with him!

Shula:

You won’t my love?

Harvey:

No, I won’t!

Shula:

And why is that my love?

Harvey:

Because, Shula Archer –

Shula:

Yes.

Harvey:

Because…

Shula:

Oh, say it Harvey Badger. Say it so that everyone can know.

Harvey:

Because, well, it’s just not cricket.

Shula:

What?

Ned:

I don’t think that was the answer she was looking for.

Brian:

Enough of this! (Takes a space gun from his pocket) Nobody move a muscle.

Dixon:

Oh, my goodness! Oh, my goodness. He’s got a gun. A gun!

Ned:

(To Brian) Just you hold on here a bit, you alien monster. This ain’t Hawaii Five-O,
you know.

Brian:

(Ignores Ned, turns to Norman) Take my love machine hat off or I will disintegrate
everyone – and I’ll start with the stupid girl who can’t spell flatulence.

Tracy:

Ere, who are you calling stupid?

Shula:

Harvey, my love, do something.

Harvey:

Brian Aldridge. I insist you put that gun away.

Brian:

Or what?

Harvey:

Or you will feel the full force of the law. Isn’t that right PC Dixon?

Dixon:

Don’t shoot me! Don’t shoot me! I beg you not to shoot me. Me and Missus Dixon
have booked a week away at Butlins and it isn’t refundable.

Norman:

Put your ray gun away Brian Aldridge and I will remove your triple X forty-two love
machine from my head.

Brian:

You will?

Norman:

I will.

Brian:

Promise.

Norman:

You have my word of honor as a totally upgraded Norman and totally upgraded
Normans do not lie! Also, I am a fully sworn-in intergalactic Boy Scout – Robot
Division. I have badges.

Schmit:

At last, he’s going to take off ze love machine hat. Vot a relief! - it vas going to be
our first date und I have nuzzling to vear! Oy!

Norman:

(Takes off the love machine hat) Now you must let everyone go Brian Aldridge.

Brian:

Give me the triple X forty-two love machine.

Shula:

No Norman! You mustn’t.

Brian:

Nothing can stop me now!
(Norman hands the Love machine to Brian Aldridge)

Brian:

Shula, you will come with me.

Shula:

I refuse Brian Aldridge. I refuse. There is nothing you can say that will make me go
with you!

Brian:

If you don’t come with me, then I will disintegrate this human. (Points to PC Dixon)

Dixon:

What! No, you can’t do that. I’m an officer of the law.

Brian:

And then I will disintegrate, her. (Points to Tracy)

Tracy:

You better hurry up then, me shift’s over in ten minutes.

Brian:

And then…

Harvey:

I think we get the point Brian Aldridge.

Shula:

You leave me no choice.

Brian:

I know.
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Shula:

I will go with you.

Harvey:

But you can’t.

Shula:

I have to my love. But remember, we will always have Paris.

Harvey:

I’ve never been to Paris.

Shula:

Neither have I.

Ned:

I have – I went there and I got plastered!

Schmit:

Norman, I instruct you to do something!

Norman:

You do, master Schmit von Schmit?

Shula:

From ze Heidelberg university.

Schmit:

Ja. I do. And do it quick. I have to find mein lovely Gina and visk her avay to
paradise.

Norman:

Oh. In that case…

Shula:

What are you going to do Norman?

Norman:

What I always do, when I am in mortal danger.

Harvey:

And what’s that?
(Norman sings the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune. Lights off –
Right hand-side of the stage.)

Scene 3 – 20th July 1969
(Lights on – Left hand-side of the stage. The scene opens in the living room, of
Harvey Badger. Missus Lush is watching more of the moon landings on the
television. Dan and Doris Archer run into the room)
Lush:

What are you doing here? This room is not open for the guests, that’s why the outer
door is locked.

Dan:

We know Missus Lush. But it is an emergency.

Lush:

Ah, the little finger in the keyhole and the pull of the left earlobe routine.

Doris:

Why yes. How did you know?

Lush:

Just a guess.

Dan:

Remarkable.

Lush:

If you need anything for your room, Tracy is on reception at the moment. I am off
duty.

Doris:

You are watching the moon landings?

Dan:

Ah yes. I remember it well. What was the name of that Lunar Module Pilot Doris?

Doris:

Alan L. Bean, Dan.

Dan:

Yes. That’s the earthman. Funny name Bean. Reminds me of that story we used to
read to Shula when she couldn’t sleep, not long after she was hatched.

Doris:

Oh yes. Jock and the Bean stick.

Lush:

Beanstalk. It’s Jack and the Beanstalk. And Alan L. Bean isn’t on this mission to the
moon. He’s on the next one. Apollo 12. That’s not until 1969, which isn’t until
next…

Dan:

Missus Lush!

Doris:

How do you know that?

Lush:

Would you believe another lucky guess?

Dan:

Are you sure, we haven’t met before Missus Lush?

Lush:

Well…

Doris:

Good grief. (To Missus Lush) You’re one of us!

Lush:

Keep your voices down. No one must know.

Dan:

We need your help.

Lush:

But I can’t let anyone find out that I am not from this planet. It will play havoc with
my Green shield stamps. I’m saving up for a tea cosy.

Doris:

Our daughter is in grave danger Missus Lush.

Lush:

(Looks towards the television) Could it wait until the adverts?
(Lights off – Left hand-side of the stage)

Scene 4– 20th July 1969
(Lights on – Right hand-side of the stage. The scene changes back to the
reception area of the Bull Hotel and Country Pub. Tracy Horrobin is still doing
her crossword. PC Dixon and Harvey are pacing up and down the stage.
Norman and Schmit are standing in front of the reception desk, looking
dejected; every now and then Norman tries to hold Schmit’s hand; Schmit
pushes him angrily away. Shula, Ned and Brian Aldridge are not on the stage.
PC Dixon gets out his police note book as he paces and Harvey has difficulties
keeping up with him)
Harvey:

(To Dixon) Will you stop pacing up and down like a demented expectant father and
tell me what you are going to do about it!

Dixon:

I am just consulting my notes.

Harvey:

Your notes! Are you mad? That Aldridge creature has kidnapped Shula Archer right
in front of you.

Dixon:

(Reads from his notebook) Does kidnapped have three p’s or two?

Harvey:

Dixon, you have to do something!

Dixon:

I am doing something. I’m consulting my notes.

Harvey:

What about Ned?

Dixon:

Ned hasn’t got a notebook. I’m not even sure that he can read.

Harvey:

What sort of a copper are you? You’re supposed to protect your community! Poor
Ned Riddle is a member of your community, PC Dixon, and that alien monster Brian
Aldridge has taken him hostage.

Dixon:

Well, I wouldn’t use the word hostage, Mr Badger. More like a guide, to help him
find his space ship in the dark. Good old Ned knows every blade of grass out there.
He will lead this Brian Aldridge back to his space ship and we can say a hearty
farewell to him – and good riddance!

Harvey:

But he’s taking Shula with him.

Dixon:

Well, I don’t see we can do anything about that.

Tracey:

Faint-heartedness, spirit lessness, spinelessness, timidity, timorousness, fearfulness,
pusillanimity, weakness, feebleness, informal gutlessness, wimpishness, wispiness,
sissiness.

Dixon:

I beg your pardon Tracy Horrobin! Have you swallowed a Thesaurus?

Tracy:

Seven across, nine letters.

Norman:

Cowardice.

Tracy:

Is that one word or two?

Harvey:

You’re scared aren’t you, Dixon – you’re too afraid to do the right thing and go after
Aldridge; you don’t give a blind monkey’s uncle about Shula do you.

Dixon:

I’ll have you know, that some of my best friends have been blind monkeys, Harvey
Badger! But the man’s got a fiendish space ray gun. He made it quite clear he would

disintegrate me if I went after him! And Missus Dixon, my wife, that’s what I call her
you see, would never forgive me if I got disintegrated just before our Ruby wedding
anniversary.
Schmit:

(Striding across – eager to get away from Norman) Ahh, congratulations. Zis is
Vonderful, to be married to ze same voman for forty years. Such a milestone. I vos
married to a big buxom waitress named Maria, for the best part of forty minutes, until
she brought me a cup of tea in bed instead of coffee! Oy! Vot a night zat vas! But
that’s another story.

Tracy:

Oh! When is it? PC Dixon. I’ll send you an Anniversary card!

Dixon:

Seven years next Tuesday.

Tracy:

Oh. In that case I’ll use a second-class stamp.

Harvey:

Well, you lily-livered so-called officer of the law, if you won’t go after them, I
suppose I’ll have to. I’ve got to get there before Brian Aldridge puts that Love
machine hat on poor Shula’s head or I’ll lose her forever.

Schmit:

Ja, zat is right. From wearing zat hat Norman has fallen madly in ze love mit me,
haven’t you mein Norman?

Norman:

I have not.

Schmit:

See. He just adores me and…Vot? Vot did you say?
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Norman:

I am sorry to disappoint you Herr Schmit von Schmit from ze Heidelberg University,
but I no longer adore you. After I removed the triple X forty-two love machine hat
from my head, I managed to recalibrate my settings. Apart from some interference in
my winkle system, which may be down to either a systems malfunction or a touch of
cystitis, I am completely returned to normal.

Harvey:

Bravo Norman! You’re a brave lad! Will you help me save Shula, the light and love
of my life, from that fiendish cad Brian Aldridge?

Norman:

Indubitably, whatever that means.

Harvey:

Well, done, Norman! But first we must locate Aldridge’s exact location and, having
found him confound him by rescuing the fair Shula.

Norman:

There is no need to find his location, earthman Harvey. I know exactly where he and
they are.

Harvey:

You do?

Norman:

Yes sir! With infinite cunning and superior computerised deviousness, I placed a mini
transmitter, invisible to eye, ear, nose and throat, inside the triple X forty-two love
machine hat, before giving it back to Brian Aldridge.

Harvey:

You did?

Norman:

I most certainly did, earth man Harvey.

Harvey:

Well, that’s brilliant!

Norman:

Affirmative, earth man Harvey.

Schmit:

See vot a clever robot mein Norman is. Oy! I am so proud of my little Minkly Pinkly
Schminkly, Norman

Harvey:

(To Norman) Well, where are they?

Norman:

Who?

Harvey:

Shula, Ned and Brian Aldridge.

Norman:

Oh. They are just entering the moon’s orbit.

Harvey:

What!

Norman:

They should soon be getting a very good view of the moon landings.

Schmit:

See vot a dummkopf that robotic Norman is. I zink he has a fuse loose.

Harvey:

You mean, I’ve lost her?

Schmit:

Don’t vorry. I vill share my Gina Concetta mit you. You can have her on a Vendsday,
vhen I am seeing mein psychiatrist about his bi-polar expedition. But ze rest of ze
veek she is mein.

Tracy:

She’s also on her way back to Venice.

Schmit:

Ahh Venice. Mein favourite city in ze vorld. I used to know a street valker in Venice,
but unfortunately, she drowned.
(Enter Missus Lush and Dan and Doris Archer from the dark side of the stage)

Harvey:

What am I going to do?

Schmit:

Perhaps get a hobby?

Lush:

Fear not Harvey. All is not lost.

Harvey:

Missus Lush, you don’t understand. Brian Aldridge has absconded with Shula Archer
and Ned. I have lost her forever.

Lush:

Not exactly.

Harvey:

What do you mean Missus Lush? Norman says that Brian Aldridge’s spaceship is
already orbiting the moon. We’ll never get her back now.

Lush:

Yes, that’s right – Brian Aldridge is in orbit around the moon...

Dan:

But, earthman Harvey…

Doris:

Shula is no longer aboard the spaceship.

Harvey:

She isn’t?

Lush:

No Harvey, she isn’t.

Harvey:

Then where is she?
(Enter Shula, from the dark part of the stage)

Shula:

I am here my love!
(Shula runs into Harvey’s arms)

Harvey:

I don’t understand.

Dan:

You can thank Missus Lush for saving the day, Harvey.

Harvey:

Missus Lush?

Doris:

She was wonderful.

Shula:

She certainly was.

Dixon:

Can you all slow down, I am trying to write this up – or down – in my notebook. I
have got as far as Brian Aldridge’s spaceship is now orbiting the moon. What was the
next bit? Can you repeat it for me?

Harvey:

But how did you do it Missus Lush? How did you save my darling Shula?

Lush:

Well, I do have something to tell you Harvey Badger.

Tracy:

‘Ere wait a minute, where’s Ned?

Lush:

Ahh, about that…
(Lights off – right hand-side of the stage)

Scene 5– 20th July 1969
(Lights on –Right hand-side of the stage. The scene is still the reception area of
the hotel. Harvey, Shula, Dan and Doris, Missus Lush, Pc Dixon, Norman,
Schmit and Tracy are on the stage. Harvey walks away from Shula and
approaches Missus Lush.)
Harvey:

I think you have some explaining to do Missus Lush.

Lush:

Yes, I probably do.

Dixon:

Don’t talk so fast, I’ve got to write everything down.

Tracy:

Pratt.

Dixon:

I beg your pardon!

Norman:

Pratt - an idiot - first mentioned in the year 1960, although before that, it was a 16th
century word for buttocks.

Norman

(Emphasises the word because he likes it) But-tocks!

Tracy:

Three across five letters.

Norman:

Precisely.

Harvey:

What’s going on Missus Lush?

Lush:

Well, I think you should sit down Harvey.

Harvey:

I am perfectly okay standing up.

Lush:

Are you sure?

Harvey:

Perfectly sure.

Lush:

Okay, Harvey. Well, you may as well know the truth - I too am an alien. I come from
the same planet as Dan and Doris Archer.
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(Norman sings the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune)
Harvey:

I need to sit down.

Tracy:

You’re an alien Missus Lush?

Lush:

I am, yes Tracy.

Tracy:

Well, I suppose that’s easier to believe, than PC Dixon being a policeman.

Dixon:

Yes, that’s right…’Ere, what did you say?

Harvey:

Well, this is a bit of a … a shock! I don’t know what to say.

Dan:

But it’s just as well, isn’t it - Missus Lush, here, has saved the day.

Shula:

Yes – she saved me – if it wasn’t for Missus Lush, I would be Doomed! Doomed!
Doomed to a life as Brian Aldridge’s slave.

Schmit:

I never did like zat Brian Aldridge. Zere vos something very strange about him.

Tracy:

That’s rich coming from you Schmit von Schmit!

Shula:

Of ze Heidelberg university.

Harvey:

But – but – how can you be an alien Missus Lush? I mean you’ve been working for
me for years, ever since that night when you wanted a room. I remember it like it was
yesterday. You told me that you had just seen your doctor, but that everything was
now okay.

Lush:

Yes – he was in perfect health!

Harvey:

Not him – you!

Lush:

That’s right Harvey. Me too – I had just been cured of venutionitus.

Dixon:

And what exactly is venutio- venatio… ven – ven – what you said? And how do you
spell it?

Lush:

It’s a condition that makes it difficult to say long words.

Doris:

Yes - venutionitus. I had the same thing. Do you remember Dan?

Dan:

Oh yes Doris. Nasty business. It took you two solar eclipses to get better.

Harvey:

Sounds nasty, but doesn’t it also affect your memory?

Lush:

Yes – if I remember it correctly your entire memory vanishes. So, when I walked in
here eight years ago, I had no memory whatsoever.

Schmit:

Interesting… I had a patient vonce, who had completely lost her memory. She could
not find it anyvhere.

Dixon:

Vot… I mean what happened to her?

Schmit:

I told her ve were mother and son and ve lived together until she had to go to school.
Zen – she realized.

Harvey:

Realised what?

Schmit:

Zat I voz not her mother.
(Pause)

Lush:

(To Harvey) You probably recall, Harvey, that Ned Riddle was here that night. He
was a little – how shall I say? – “worse for wear”.

Harvey:

Yes. That’s right. He’d been drinking and he’d had a few too many!

Lush:

Eventually, he got so bad you had to throw him out. You told him he was becoming a
bit of a lush.

Harvey:

Er… yes.

Lush:

So, I took the name Lush, there and then. You see - I couldn’t remember my real
name.

Harvey:

And you started working for me the very next day.

Lush:

Well, I had nowhere else to go, Harvey. I didn’t actually know who I was.

Shula:

If Missus Lush had vent – venue – ventilitus… what she said … then she wouldn’t
have even known that she was from a different planet.

Lush:

That’s right Shula. I had forgotten everything. It was only when you Archers arrived,
that my memories started to come back.

Tracy:

So, what’s your real name Missus Lush?

Lush:

(Hesitant) Dale. Mary Dale. I am the wife of Dr Jim Dale. We come from a place
called… er - Virginia Lodge, that’s it! And I’m still so worried about Jim.

Dixon:

Bloody hell, that’s Missus Dale’s Diary.
(Norman sings the opening few bars of the Missus Dale’s Diary theme tune)

Lush:

We used to pick up those radio signals from the BBC.

Dan:

And we picked up the Archers.

Norman:

For the record - Missus Dale's mother was Missus Rosemary Freeman, whom Jim
always called, “mother-in-law". Doctor and Missus Dale had a daughter, Gwen, and a
son, Robert colloquially known as “Bob”.

Lush:

Yes, Thank you Norman.

Dixon:

Slow down, will you. I’m trying to write all this in me note book.

Harvey:

But how did you save Shula, Missus Lush…I mean Missus Dale?

Lush:

Simple. I just placed a box of Quality Street in Brian Aldridge’s navigation system.

Dan:

Ah yes, the old Quality Street ploy.

Tracy:

Oh, I do love a bit of Quality Street.

Dixon:

Me too, Tracy.

Tracy:

My favourite is the chocolate nut toffee cream

Dixon:

I’m more of a toffee square type of person.

Schmit:

Zis is madness! Ze complete and utter madness. Bonkers vit a capital ‘P’! Brazil nut!

Dixon:

What?

Schmit:

Ze Brazil nut in ze purple wrapper. Zat is ze best vone in ze Quality street tin.
Everyvun knows zis!

Harvey:

Wait a minute! How does putting a tin of Quality Street Chocolates in his
navigational system stop Brian Aldridge from making Shula his slave?

Lush:

It didn’t actually interfere with his navigational system, but Brian can’t resist Quality
Street – he just loves them all – every variety – so I put a sleeping drug in the
chocolates and when he zonked out, I re-set the Nav system – well, actually, I
mucked it up, so that he simply couldn’t find his way to the toilet, let alone our home
planet. Then I got Shula off his spaceship before it took off.

Dan:

It also means Brian Aldridge cannot return to our home planet. He’ll be totally lost
going from star to star all around the Galaxy.

Dixon:

Yeah! Galaxy! That’s my favourite!

Shula:

(To Harvey) So, you see my love, I can now stay on this planet with you and we can
begin breeding straight away. I’ve always wanted at least three eggs.

Tracy:

Does she want children or an omelette?

Dan:

And Doris and I will also be remaining here on the planet you refer to as earth.

Tracy:

Why what do you call it?

Dan:

Barwick Green.
(Norman sings the opening few bars of the Archers theme tune)

Norman:

But what about me?

Schmit:

Don’t you vorry your little robotic head, Norman. Ve vill go into showbusiness
together. I vill be ze vorld famous ventriloquist from ze Heidelberg university und
you, mein little minkle pinkle schminkle, vill be mein dummy. Ve vill become stars,
Norman. Today ze Bull Pub and Country Hotel, tomorrow ze Palladium und ze vorld!

Harvey:

But what about Ned?

Dixon:

I shouldn’t worry about him – he loves Galaxy! It’s his favourite chocolate.

Harvey:

What about you Missus Lush…I mean Missus Dale? Are you going to stay here on
Barwick Green…I mean earth?

Lush:

Of course, Harvey. I’m far too worried about Jim, to go anywhere else.

Dixon:

Oh no!

Tracy:

What is it PC Dixon?

Dixon:

I’ve run out of ink.

Tracy:

What else could possibly go wrong?
(Enter Gina Concetta in a state of extreme agitation, she is carrying a tin of
Quality Street)

Gina:

Mamma Mia! Cos'e' questa follia? The whole world – it hasa gonna mad!

Schmit:

Ah mein lovely Gina Concetta. You have come back to me, mein little Minkle Pinkle
Schminkle. I knew you could not resist me for I am irresistible. Just say ze vords and
I am yours and yours alone!

Harvey:

What’s happened Miss Concetta? Are you alright?

Gina:

Whatta has happened? Whatta has happened? I wasa just ona my way to the
stationioni when this tin of Quality Street dropp-ed out of ze sky and hitta me on ze
head!

Shula:

Is it empty?

Gina:

Whatta my head?

Shula:

No! The chocolate box!

Gina:

Si. Si.

Shula:

Thank Goodness for that!
(Lights off – Right hand-side of the stage)

Scene 6– 20th July 1969
(Lights on – Left hand-side of the stage. The scene opens in the living room, of
Harvey Badger. He is sitting on the sofa with his arms around Shula Archer.
The television is on)
TV Ann’cer:

And the astronauts are using Eagle's ascent stage to lift off from the lunar surface and
rejoin Michael Collins in the command module. Shortly they will jettison Eagle
before they perform the maneouvers that will propel Columbia out of the last of its 30
lunar orbits and onto a trajectory back to Earth. But what’s this? Neil Armstrong is
saying something to Mission Control. I think he’s seen something. Let’s see if we can
hear what he is saying… I think he just said, Houston we have a problem.

Voice of Ned: Ned Riddle here communicating with Astronaut Neil Armstrong. No worries, Neil there’s no problem too big for my brother Ted, so he’ll sort you out. By the way, do
you know where New Zealand is?
(Lights off – Left hand-side of the stage. Curtain)

